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Conclusion. Today, with all of the technology media buzz around VR, it's easy to forget that the industry is still in its very
early days. While other forms of.

What they are really buying is the future of education, personal computing, tourism, gaming, and myriad other
industries that could be augmented or replaced by this fundamentally new experience. Samsung Pass and the
enterprise independently generate, exchange, and store credentials which verify the authenticity of the user,
the app, and the device. Hand in hand with these new partners, Samsung hopes to deliver on the decades-old
promise of VR, and bring the future of computing to your living room. Consequently, a security failure by one
site facilitates unauthorized access to many user accounts. A broad and diverse community of innovative
storytellers and content creators will contribute to this industry just as much as engineers, if not more. The
damage from such unauthorized access is both costly to the enterprise and dissatisfying for the user. Indeed it
is the potential of VR content that everyone is buying when they invest in a Samsung Gear VR or similar
headset. Certain Samsung devices can scan both fingerprints and the iris. Samsung Pass ensures security and
privacy for enterprise partners and their users by compartmentalizing and distributing the authentication
process as follows: The device user registers their Samsung account when they activate a device. Blog
Conclusion and summary Users are overwhelmed by the increasingly esoteric requirements for strong
passwords. The developers register the app in the Samsung Pass Cloud by providing completely generic
information, such as a certificate chain with a public key. While other forms of entertainment have had
decades, or even centuries, to mature into their current art forms, the language and tools of VR are still being
created and discovered every day. Registration creates an association between the user and the device but does
so without requiring any interaction with Samsung Pass or an enterprise partner. The device user downloads
and installs the app. The benefit of this strategy is that the Samsung Pass components required to achieve
security are generated by different parties and stored in unrelated facilities: the device, the Samsung Pass
Cloud, the enterprise servers. As VR headsets and platforms quickly improve, it is up to the artists and content
creators to transform VR from a purely potential-driven industry into something users actually want to have in
their living rooms. Samsung Pass verifies that the app on the device matches the app that the developer
registered in the Samsung Pass Cloud. If any one of these facilities gets compromised, the encrypted and
partial information is useless without the complimentary pieces which are still secure in the other facilities.
While Samsung is hard at work overcoming the technical challenges and setting the groundwork for a thriving
ecosystem, we also realize that many of the factors critical to the success of the industry lie outside the bounds
of technology. In this case, however, the radical change envisioned is too large for any one company to tackle
singlehandedly.


